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Seismic and Tsunami Hazard Potentials in Indonesia with
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Abstract
Six devastating earthquakes occurred in Indonesia since December 26,2004.The 2004 Aceh earthquake is likely
to be one of the greatest earthquakes of this century and killed more than 200,000 people by the resulting Tsunami.
Indonesia and close vicinity are located in a region where three large plates interact with each other. Some GPS
measurement networks were established in South‑east Asia by different countries and institutes.Nevertheless,most
of stations of these networks are not measuring crustal deformations continuously,which may actually be useful for
possible real‑time earthquake hazard assessments. The author has been also utilizing measurements of some GPS
networks in Japan, Turkey and Taiwan to identify locations with high earthquake risk and also possibility of
predicting earthquakes.The method developed by the author has showed the possibility of identifying such locations
as well as predicting the time of earthquakes. In this article, the author utilizes his method to assess the crustal
straining in Indonesia with a special emphasis on Sumatra Island for identifying locations with high risk of
earthquakes and also its relation to the seismicityofIndonesia.In addition,the possible future offshore thrust or intra
‑plate strike‑slip earthquakes in Sumatra Island and its close vicinity are pointed out and their tsunami potential
along the subduction zone in the west of Sumatra Island is also discussed and some recommendations were made.

Engineers Without Borders‑Japan (EWB‑J) for 2004

1. INRODUCTION

Aceh, 2005 Nias, 2007 Singkarak and 2007 Bengkulu
earthquakes, which occurred in the close vicinity of

Indonesia is one of the most seismically active

Sumatra Island. Although the ground shaking by 2004

countries in the World and is situated in South‑east Asia
tectonic regime. Indo‑Australian plate and Philippine

Aceh Earthquake did not cause much casualties, the

Sea plate subduct beneath the Euro‑Asian plate. As a

countries around Indian Ocean.
Many countries in South‑East Asia has established

result, the area is seismically very active along the
entire perimeter of the inter‑plate interaction zone.

resulting tsunami killed more than 200,000 people in

their national GPS networks while some institutes from

Since December 26, 2004, six devastating earthquakes,
namely,2004 Aceh Earthquake (M 9.3),2005 Nias Earth-

other countries established some GPS networks to study

quake (M8.7), 2006 Yogyakarta Earthquake (M 6.3),
2006 South Java earthquake (M7.7), 2007 Singkarak

theless, most of stations of these networks are not

Lake Earthquake (M6.3) and 2007 Bengkulu Earthquakes (M8.3, M7.9 ) occurred. Two of them are intra‑

author has proposed a method to identify locations with

plate earthquakes while the rest of other earthquakes
are of inter‑plate thrust type.The 2007 Singkarak Lake

measurements of crustal deformation by GPS and

Earthquake actuallyoccurred on a seismic gap along the

works in Japan,Turkey and Taiwan.The method of the

Sumatra fault.

author has showed the possibility of identifying such

the tectonic deformations in some specific areas.Nevercontinuously measuring crustal deformations. The
high earthquake risk and to predict earthquakes from
applied this method to the measurements of GPS net-

The author joined the reconnaissance and support

locations and explored the possibility of predicting the

teams of Japan Society of Civil Engineers (JSCE) and

occurrence time of earthquakes even with a magnitude
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of 6.2 (i.e.Aydan et al.2000;Aydan,2000,2004,2006).In

subduction of the Philippine Sea Plate under the Eurasia

this article,the author applies this method to assess the

Plate. Indonesia has some 400 volcanoes, of which

crustal straining in Indonesia with an emphasis on

approximately 100 are active.

Sumatra Island for identifying locations with high risk

Figure 2 shows the seismicity of the region bounded
by latitudes 13.5N‑15S and longitudes 93.3E‑140E

of earthquakes and also its relation to the seismicity of
Indonesia.Possible seismic gaps in Indonesia are pointed
out and the likely magnitude of a potential mega‑earth-

together with recent great earthquakes until September

quake on a seismic gap off West Sumatra is estimated.

gaps from this figure.These seismic gaps are denoted as

Furthermore, some recommendations regarding the

SG1 to SG8. The 2004 Aceh, 2005 Nias and 2007 Beng-

some effective countermeasures against tsunami and

kulu earthquakes ruptured the subduction zone along
the Sumatra Island.However,a 420‑450km long section

ground shaking for Padang City of the West Sumatra
Province are made.

17,2007.One can easily distinguish several large seismic

between Bengkulu and Nias rupture zones still remains
as a non‑ruptured zone. Along the entire Java Island,

2. TECTONICS OF INDONESIA

there are 3 large seismic gaps. Along the Lesser Sunda
Island chain, to which Timor belongs,two seismic gaps

Indonesia forms the southeastern extremity of the
Euro‑Asian lithospheric plate. The northward‑moving
Indo‑Australian and the westward‑moving Philippine

may be identified from the seismicity. There are also

Sea plates bound Indonesia and it is certainly one of the
most complex active tectonic zone on earth (Figure 1).

In the region of Sumatra Island,the Indo‑Australia

The rate of subduction is some centimeters per year;for
example, it is 6.0 cm per year in the West Java Trench
);4.9 cm per year in the East
at 0°
S 97°
E (azimuth 23°
);and 10.7 cm
Java Trench at 12°
S 120°
E (azimuth 19°
).
per year in New Guinea at 3°
S 142°
E (azimuth 75°
The subduction zone around the Euro‑Asian plate is

two seismic gaps along Aru Trough and Sorong Fault
zone in the north of Banda Sea.
plate moves toward the northeast at a rate of about 6
cm/year relative to the Euro‑Asian plate (Figure 3).
This results in oblique convergence at the Sunda trench.
The oblique motion is partitioned into thrust faulting,
which occurs on the plate‑interface and involves slip
directed perpendicular to the trench, and strike‑slip
faulting. Strike‑slip faulting occurs several hundred

called the Sunda trench. M ost of Indonesiaʼ
s volcanoes
are part of the Sunda arc, a 3,000‑km‑long line of

kilometers to the east of the trench and involves slip

volcanoes extending from northern Sumatra to the

Sumatra fault, which passes through the entire island.

Banda Sea. Volcanoes in the Banda Sea result from

The fault is divided into three segments,namely,south-

directed parallel to the trench. This fault is named

Fig.1 M ajor tectonic plates in/around Indonesia
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Fig.2 The seismicity in Indonesian Archipelago and possible seismic gaps (SG)

ern, central and northern segments. The fault is thrust
type with a dextral sense.
Sumatra Fault System (SFS) probably dates from
the Middle Miocene and the opening of the Andaman
Sea, although the relative motions of the major plates
have changed little since the M iddle Eocene. The SFS
runs the length of the Barisan M ountains, a range of
uplifted basement blocks,granitic intrusions,and Tertiary sediments, topped by Tertiary‑Recent volcanics.
Studies of Mesozoic outcrops in central Sumatra suggest that the SFS has a displacement of approximately
150km in this area. It is however noted that strike slip
deformation is distributed over a geographically wide
area outside the present active trace of the SFS.
Most of the fault plane solutions indicate the dominant faulting mechanism is of thrust type with a slight
dextral or sinistral lateral strike‑slip sense in the subduction zone (Figure 4). Nevertheless, dominant strike
‑slip faulting is observed within the Euro‑Asian plate
between the southern tip of Sumatra Island and Nicobar
Island.
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Fig.3 Seismo‑tectonics of Sumatra Island (modified from Natawidjaja et al. 2004)
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Fig.4 Focal plane solutions along Sunda Trench

3.2 GPS M easurements in Sumatra Island and Its

3. GPS M EASUREMENTS IN INDONESIA
AND THEIR EVALUATION
3.1 GPS Measurements in Indonesia and Its Close
Vicinity and Their evaluation

Close Vicinity and Their evaluation
The distributions of GPS stations for Sumatra
Island and its close vicinity are not also uniformly
spaced in the region bounded by Latitudes 8S ‑ 8N and
Longitudes 94E ‑ 108E. In order to obtain a uniformly

The distributions of GPS stations are not uniformly
spaced in the region bounded byLatitudes 15S ‑15N and

spaced mesh of GPS points, some of GPS points were

Longitudes 90E ‑ 140E. In order to obtain a uniformly

tion rate and principal stress rate. As noted from the

spaced mesh of GPS points, some of GPS points were
omitted.Figure 5(a) shows the annual crustal deforma-

figure, the direction of deformation rate vectors differs

tion rate, principal stress rate,contours of mean,maxi-

deformation vectors are oriented towards NE in the

mum shear and disturbing stress rates. As noted from

western side while they are eastward in the eastern side.
In view of Figures 5(a) and 6(a), it seems that Euro‑

the figures stress rate concentrations are clearly observed along in M oluccas area (Banda Sea). Concentra-

also omitted.Figure 6 shows the annual crustal deforma-

in the west side and east side of Sumatra fault. While

Asian block tends to rotate clock wise. High principal

tions in the vicinity of Sunda strait and west of Sumatra

stress rates of tensile character are noticed in Sunda

Island are worth noticing. However, it should be noted

strait and three sections along Sumatra Fault Zone.The

that the GPS stations in the west of Sumatra Island are

first section is associated with the Sianok, Sumpur,
Barumun,Angkola and Toru segments (naming by Sieh

sparse. Therefore it is expected that the actual concentrations may be larger than those seen in Figure 5.
Figure 5(f) shows the areal and cross sectional seismic

and Natawidjaja, 2000). The second section involves

activity. It is of great interest that the stress rate con-

Sunda, Semangko and Kumering segments. It is impor-

centrations are closely associated with the regional

tant to notice that tensile stress rate along the first

seismicity.

section implies the reduction of normal stress on the

Dikit and Ketaun segments.The third section consists of

Sumatra fault, which may lead the sliding of that segment.The recent 2007 Singkarak Lake earthquake may
第６巻第３号（2008）
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(a) Annual deformation rates

(b) Annual principal stress rates

(c) Annual mean stress rate contours

(d) Annual maximum shear stress rate contours

(e) Annual disturbing stress rate contours

(f) Comparison with regional seismicity

Fig.5 Measured deformation rate and computed various stress rates and comparison with regional
seismicity
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(b) Principal stress rates

(a) Deformation rate vectors

Fig.6 Annual deformation rate and principal stress rates in Sumatra Island

be a part of this rupture process. The mean, maximum

line and run‑up.Iidaʼ
s formula is given in the following

shear and disturbing stress rates contours shown in

form

Figure 7 also concentrate in the same sections.
Figure 7(d) also shows the regional seismicity

＝0.383log

＋7.065

(1)

together with the disturbing stress contours. It is also

Abe (1979 )proposed two relations between tsunami
magnitude ( )(roughly equivalent to moment magni-

interesting to note that the high seismicity takes place

tude (

where large stress rate concentrations occur.

for near‑field earthquakes.
＋6.6
M ＝2log

4. POSSIBILITIES OF ANTICIPATED
TSUNAM IS AND EARTHQUAKES IN/
AROUND SUMATRA ISLAND

)) tsunami wave height (

) at the shoreline
(2)

As for far field earthquakes,
is replaced bywave
)at tidal gauge and he proposed the followheight (
ing equation
M ＝log

Tsunami may sometimes cause tremendous scale of

＋log
＋5.5
(3)
Abe (1979 ) also proposed that maximum run‑up

damage as observed during 2004 Aceh earthquake.Any

height of the tsunami could be taken twice that at the

tsunami warning system would involve the estimation of

shoreline
＝2

the hypocenter,magnitude of earthquake,faulting mechanism and seabed deformation. Generally normal or
thrust faulting may cause tsunami depending upon the

(4)

The author (Aydan 2007b)recently compiled available data on run‑up heights and shoreline height of

amount of uplift or subsidence and seabed topography.
Except closed basins and lakes,the strike‑slip faults do

tsunamis occurred in Indonesia and neighboring areas.

not generate tsunami unless they result in submarine

following empirical relations for shoreline height and
run‑up heights of tsunamis:

landslide as often observed in the earthquakes of Marmara Sea in Turkey (Aydan et al. 1999, 2008). Iida
(1963) and Abe (1979 ) proposed some empirical relations for estimating tsunami wave height at the shore第６巻第３号（2008）

These data are plotted in Figure 8 together with the

＝
＝

exp(

);

(5a)
(5b)

Where A, b and B are constants. For tsunamis in
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(a) M ean stress rate contours

(b) Maximum shear stress rate contours

(c) Disturbing stress rate contours

(d) Disturbing stress contours with seismicity

Fig.7 Annual various stress rate contours with and without seismicity
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Fig.8 Relation between tsunami wave height and earthquake magnitude.

Indonesia and neighboring areas,the values of constants

seabed deformation occurred during 2005 Nias earth-

A,b and B are 0.0004,0.9 and 2.5,respectively.As noted

quake and 2007 Bengkulu earthquake.

from the figure,the observation data is highly scattered
around empirical relations.In other words,the empirical

Tsunami wave velocityin shallow waters is given in
the following form:

relations can only serve as guidelines,and this fact must

＝

(6)

be considered in any assessment of tsunami potential.
Furthermore, tsunami run‑up height can be taken 2.5

depth of sea,respectively.Tsunami arrival time may be

times that at the shoreline for Indonesian tsunami data

obtained from the integration of the following relation

set.

as a function of seabed topography as

Where g and h are gravitational acceleration and

Table 1 compares the tsunami height estimations
according to empirical equations proposed by Abe
(1979 ) and Iida (1963) and Eq. (5) for the last three

＝

1
()

(7)

earthquakes. As noted from the table,it seems that the

For integration, seabed topography data would be

tsunami height given by Iidaʼ
s empirical relation is an
average of estimations byAbe (1979 )and Eq.(5).While

needed and the integration can be carried out using

estimations from Eq. (5) and Abeʼ
s empirical relations

example of computation for a scenario offshore earth-

are quite reasonable for tsunamis of 2004 Aceh earth-

quake along the west coast of Sumatra Island near

quake and 2006 South Java earthquake, they fail to

Padang. The deformation front of the fault is assumed

predict those for the tsunami induced by 2005 Nias

to be about 260km away from the coast and the seabed

earthquake and 2007 Bengkulu earthquake. However,

profile along a line perpendicular to the shoreline pass-

this difference is due to some peculiar topography and

ing through the channel between Siberut and Sipura

numerical integration techniques. Figure 9 shows an

Table 1 Comparison of estimation by empirical equations with observations
Abe(1979 )

Mw

Iida
(m)

2004 Aceh

9 .3

56

22

44

2005 Nias

8.6

19 .5

11

22

2006 South Java

7.7

3.2

3.3

8.3

2007 Bengkulu

8.4

11.2

7.94

15.89

Earthquake

第６巻第３号（2008）

H (m)

H (m)

Eq.(5)
H (m)
16
7.9

H (m)
40.1

Observation
H (m)
20

H (m)
49

19 .8

2.5

8.0

3.15

6.3

8.6

15.7

6.45

16.13

3.6

5.0
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Fig.9

Estimation of tsunami arrival time for a scenario offshore earthquake near Padang

Islands is used for computations. The tsunami arrival
time is about 58 minutes for Padang and about 14
minutes for Siberut and Sipura Islands.The existence of
a sea‑mound between Siberut and Sipura Islands and

be taken ranging between 400 and 450km.
Aydan (2007a) recently proposed the following
relations between fault length and moment magnitude of

steep slope drastically decrease the propagation of the

earthquakes.The empirical relation proposed by Aydan
(2007) for both thrust, strike‑slip and normal faults is

tsunami wave. If the offshore earthquake cause suffi-

written in the following form and coefficients for each

cient shaking to alert people, the arrival time for

fault type is given in Table 2:
＝ ･

Padang is sufficiently long for people to move a higher
ground.However,it should be noted that if the epicenter
of earthquake happens to be in M entawai fault zone
between Sumatra Island and islets, the duration would
be reduced to 20‑30 minutes.

(8)

Table 2 Values of constants for Eq. (8) for each faulting
type
Fault Type

The tsunami height depends upon the magnitude,

Rupture Length L (km)
C

D

seabed deformation configurations and seabed topogra-

Normal Faulting

0.0014525

1.21

phy. If the tsunami height is to be estimated from
empirical relations of Iida, Abe and Eq. (5),the assign-

Strike‑slip Faulting

0.0014525

1.19

Thrust Faulting

0.0014525

1.25

ment of the magnitude is required. In this particular
case, we are concerned with West Sumatra and the

Figure 10 compares the estimations by Eq. (8)with

region between Siberut and Batu islets is taken as the

observational data for Sumatra Island and its close

source area.The unbroken section between M w7.7 event

vicinity. The empirical relations, which were originally

of 1935 and 1833 event is about 33km. The second
scenario may be taken as the combined rupture of the

proposed for the earthquakes of Turkey by Aydan
(2007a),seem to hold for Indonesia and its close vicinity

source area of 1935 event and unbroken part. For this

also.

particular situation,the estimated fault length is 140km.

The magnitude of the earthquake for each scenario

However, if the rupture surface also includes the entire

fault and associated tsunami heights are computed and

Siberut Island, the fault length would be about 275km.

given in Table 3.

Now there is a seismic gap between the rupture zones of

Sieh and Natawidjaja (2000) presented a detailed

the 2005 Nias earthquake and 2007 Bengkulu earth-

description of tectonics of 1900km long Sumatra Fault.

quake.The length of this segment varies depending upon

They identified 19 segments,which are named by names

the estimated rupture zones of the recent two earth-

of rivers lakes or sea, and indicated the possibility of
sub‑segments for each major segment.The longest and

quakes.Nevertheless,the length of this seismic gap may
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(a) Thrust faults

(b) Strike‑slip faults

Fig.10 Comparison of empirical relations with observations from Indonesia

Table 3 Estimated tsunami heights for scenario earthquakes near Padang
Abe(1979 )

Eq.(5)

Fault Length
(km)

Mw

Iida
(m)

H (m)

H (m)

H (m)

H (m)

33

6.8

0.62

1.26

2.52

1.24

3.09

140

7.8

3.78

3.98

7.96

3.49

8.73

275

8.4

11.2

7.94

15.89

6.45

16.13

420‑450

8.7

19 .3

11.22

22.44

8.75

21.88

shortest segments are 220km and 35km long respective-

as well as permanent continuous or discontinuous

ly. As noted from Figure 3, there are many unbroken

ground deformations. For example, the maximum

parts along the Sumatra fault,According to the segmentation of Sieh and Natawidjaja (2000) and seismic gap

ground acceleration and ground velocity for Banda

concept, the segments with high possibility of future
earthquakes are Sunda (150km), Kumering (150km),
Dikit (60km), Sumpur (35km), Burumun (115km),

350 gal and 100 kine, respectively although the earthquake was of a tremendous scale,specifically,M9.0‑9.3

Aceh estimated from fallen or displaced objects were

(Aydan et al. 2005a).

Tripa (180km),Aceh(200km)and Seulimeum (120km).
Although it is pointed out that data is lacking for the

5. STRONG MOTIONS

last three segments,the expected moment magnitudes of
earthquakes for these three segments would range

The maximum ground acceleration zoning map is

between 7.4 and 7.8. The largest earthquake with a

for the most recent Indonesian Seismic Code is shown in

surface magnitude of 7.7 occurred on Angkola segment
(Sieh and Natawidjaja, 2000). In view of this observa-

Figure 11. The maximum ground accelerations are
asigned to be about 0.3g (Zone 6) along the west coast

tional fact, the estimated magnitudes are quite reasonable. Nevertheless, the intra‑plate earthquakes are

of Sumatra Islands and off‑shore islands although the

more destructive than the offshore earthquakes due to

However, this zone map change if the strong motion

differences in ground shaking characteristics, distance

network of Indonesia becomes denser in future.

第６巻第３号（2008）
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Fig.11 M aximum ground acceleration zoning map for Indonesia

As happened in many earthquakes in Indonesia,

ation records in Malaysia and Singapore,they were far

there was no acceleration record in the vicinity of Aceh,

from the epicenter so that they could not represent the

North Sumatra and Bengkulu Provinces during the 2004

actual ground motions in the epicentral area. The

great M 9.3 Aceh earthquake as well as 2005 M 8.6 Great

maximum ground accelerations for Nias Island were

Nias earthquake. The maximum ground acceleration

also inferred from the collapsed simple structures by
Aydan et al. (2005b)and they were estimated to be in a

for Banda Aceh City are estimated by Aydan et al
(2005a) from the collapsed simple structures as 200‑
400gals.Although there are some reports about acceler-

range between 300 and 900 gals.Figures 12 and 13 show
the contours of maximum ground acceleration inferred

Fig.12 Estimated maximum ground acceleration contours for Aceh Earthquake
東海大学紀要海洋学部「海―自然と文化」
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from the empirical relations proposed by Aydan
(2007b). The estimations are surprisingly similar to

fixed onto a hard ground.

those inferred from the collapsed structures.
Elnashai et al. (2006) estimated the maximum

tance for the discussing the collapse of RC buildings in

ground acceleration for Yogyakarta from the saturated
velocity record operated by NIED as 0.2‑0.34g for

events are shown in Figure 14. The response spectra of

Central Java earthquake with a magnitude of 6.3.
Aydan (2007c) estimated the maximum ground

dominant periods ranges between 0.2 to 0.3, some long

acceleration and ground velocity 0.3g and 22 kine for

seen in Figure 14. Nevertheless, the responses may be

Singkarak Lake earthquake on M arch 6, 2007 with a

said to be flat for a natural period range between 0.1 to

magnitude of 6.4 from the collapse of simple structures.
Aydan (2007c) also estimated the maximum ground

0.4 seconds.

acceleration and maximum ground velocityfor a ground
with shear wave velocity of 150m/s as 0.36g and 19 kine,

of Sikuai station, the authors tried to infer the strong

respectively. These results are suprisingly similar to

ture between Padang City and Bengkulu City. For this

each other as well as those inferred byElnashai et al.for
Yogyakarta (Central Java) earthquake.

earthquake, one can find such simple structures in the

There was also no strong motion record for the 2007

The records taken at this station are of great imporPadang City. The strong motion records for these two
records are plotted and compared in Figure 15. While
period components are observed for the earthquake as

Since the strong motion data is onlylimited to those
ground motions from toppled or displaced simple struc-

epicentral area.Some estimation based on simple structures according to the hypocentral distance (based on

Bengkulu earthquake except the one installed at Sikuai

USGS estimation) are given in Table 4.The maximum

Island just south of Padang CitybyUSAID and operated
by USGS (Aydan et al. 2007). This strong motion

ground accelerations and velocities are obtained at

records for this station are available for M8.4 event on

liquefaction.

Serangai and Basar Bantal where there was also severe

September 12,2007,M 7.9 and M7.1 events on September
13, 2007. The station is about 400km away from the
epicenter of M8.4 event and 165km away from the
epicenter of M7.9 event and the ground conditions at this
station is not available yet.Nevertheless,it is probably

Fig.13 Estimated maximum ground acceleration contours for Nias Earthquake
第６巻第３号（2008）
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(a) M 8.4 Shock

(b) M 7.9 Shock

Fig.14 Strong motion records for M8.4 and M7.9 events

(a) M 8.4 Shock

(b) M 7.9 Shock

Fig.15 Response spectra of strong motion records for M 8.4 and M 7.9 events
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Table 4 Estimated maximum ground acceleration and velocity at several locations for 2007
Bengkulu earthquake
R (km)
M 8.4

M 7.9

Amax
(gal)

Wall

414.5

189

118

8.7

5−

7

Bungus

Wall

404.0

179

169

12.7

5−

7

Pasar Bantal

Canal Wall(liq.)

209

103

654

33.4

5＋

8

Ketaun

Pole

138

136

235

18.7

6−

9

Serangai

Pole

137

101

382

28.6

6−

9

Lais

Wall

133

164

157

10.8

5＋

8

Location
Padang

Structure

Vmax
(kine)

I

I

of the tsunami can be taken 2.5 times that at the shore-

6. CONCLUSIONS AND SOM E
RECOMMENDATIONS

line.
By assuming that the rupture front of the scenario
fault is about 260km away from the west coast of

6.1 Conclusions

Sumatra Island near Padang and using the seabed pro-

In this study, a brief description of the tectonics of

file along a line perpendicular to the shoreline passing

Indonesia and close vicinity is given. Then the method

through the channel between Siberut and Sipura Islands,

for the computation of strain and stress rates in a

tsunami arrival time is estimated to be about 58 minutes

plane tangential to the earthʼ
s surface from GPS

for Padang and about 14 minutes for Siberut and Sipura

measurements are applied to the GPS measurements in

Islands. Therefore, if offshore earthquakes cause suffi-

Indonesia and its close vicinity before the 2004 and 2005
Off‑shore Sumatra earthquakes. The computed stress

ciently strong shaking to alert people in the region, the

rates concentrate in certain areas,which are seismically

people to move a higher ground. The tsunami height

very active. These active zones are M oluccas area
(Banda Sea) and Sunda strait and west of Sumatra

estimated from different methods may range between 6

Island. The recent large earthquakes are in accordance

moment magnitude of 8.7.

with computed results.
A more fine mesh was used for Sumatra Island and

arrival time for Padang City is sufficiently long for

and 16m for an offshore thrust fault earthquake with a
The return periods of the offshore thrust earth-

its close vicinity. The computations indicate that there

quakes may range between 190 to 475 years depending
upon the rate of subduction. As for intra‑plate earth-

are stress rate concentrations along the west coast of

quakes with a relative slip of 450cm, the return period

the Island. Furthermore, there are three sections along

may range between about 160 to 400 years.The data on

the Sumatra Fault where high stress concentrations

the past regional seismicity is also still lacking and this

occur.These sections are associated with fault segments
named by Sieh and Natawidjaja (2000), which are

aspect of the region still needs further investigations and
studies.

Sianok, Sumpur, Barumun, Angkola, Toru, Dikit,
Ketaun Sunda,Semangko and Kumering segments.It is

6.2 Recommendations

pointed out that tensile stress rate along the first section

The subduction zone along the west coast of

implies the reduction of normal stress on the Sumatra

Sumatra Island is activated in June 2000 and it is known

fault, which may lead the sliding of that segment in

as Bengkulu earthquake. Following this earthquake,
three mega‑thrust earthquakes occurred. The Aceh

years to come. The recent 2007 Singkarak Lake earthquake may be a part of this rupture process.
The comparison of empirical relations with

earthquake in December 26, 2004 had a magnitude of
9.3 (it may vary depending upon the institute) and

compiled tsunami data for Indonesia and its close vicin-

resulted in a huge tsunami in Indian Ocean and killed

ity imply that the empirical relations may only serve as

more than 200000 people.The great Nias earthquake of

guidelines to estimate the tsunami wave height. The

March 28, 2005 ruptured another segment next to the

data from previous tsunami records for Indonesia and
its close vicinity indicate that maximum run‑up height

Aceh earthquake segment. The Bengkulu earthquake
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occurred on September 12,2007 and had a magnitude of
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Fig.16 Location of anticipated mega‑thrust earthquake off Sumatra Island

8.4. The estimated rupture length is about 270‑300 km

Padang City.Furthermore,the maximum ground veloc-

long.Now there is an unbroken segment facing Padang

ity is about 41 kine. The estimated ground motions are

City of West Sumatra Province of Indonesia.The unbro-

for the engineering base and they may be further am-

ken part is more than 400km and it mayresult in a mega
‑thrust earthquake with a magnitude greater than 8.7

plified several times in soft ground.

(Figure 16). Padang city is situated on a very flat

where in Sumatra Island and the rest of Indonesia are

liquefiable ground.To reach the altitude of 5m from the

generallyveryvulnerable against ground shaking.There

coast, one has to walk more than 3km. In case of

were even some collapses of RC buildings in Padang

Tsunami with a height of more than 5m,it may be quite

city,which was about 400km awayfrom the epicenter of

disastrous. Elder people, pregnant and handicapped

the South Sumatra Earthquake of 2007. Furthermore,

people and children may be vulnerable even though a
tsunami warning issued. This section outlines what

many RC buildings suffered some damage and repairs
implemented are just to re‑plaster the cracks caused by

measures can be taken for this vulnerable city.

the ground shaking. These buildings are probably the

The existing buildings in Padang City and else-

most vulnerable to collapse during a next strong earth6.2.1 Recommendations for M easures against
Ground Shaking
Figure 17 shows the estimated maximum ground

quake. The existing buildings must be retrofitted
against strong ground shaking and they should be

acceleration for the anticipated M 8.7 earthquake by

equipped with terraces and stairs for the vertical
evacuation in tsunami‑vulnerable areas (Figure 18).

using the empirical equations developed by Aydan
(2007b). The maximum ground acceleration is almost

ground against liquefaction.The critical infrastructures

0.4g along the west coast of Sumatra Island including

such as bridges, telecommunication facilities and

Another important issue is the vulnerability of
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Fig.17 Estimated contours of maximum ground acceleration ground motions to be induced by the
anticipated mega earthquake

(a) Shoyo High School

(b) School of M arine Science and Technology

Fig.18 Buildings of Shoyo High School and School of Marine Science and Technology of Tokai
University Education System in M iho Peninsula in the tsunami‑prone area of the anticipated
Tokai earthquake
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lifelines may be damaged by the ground failures and

quite disastrous. Elder people, pregnant and han-

ground liquefaction. Therefore, it is urgent to check

dicapped people and children would be probably the

the vulnerability of ground in relation to the foundations

most vulnerable even though a tsunami warning may be

of superstructures and infrastructures. Bridges are

issued promptly. Therefore, the measures for the verti-

probably are the major concern as they facilitate the

cal evacuation are a must for the area. The vertical

transportation and evacuation.

evacuation is only possible if the buildings can stand
against ground shaking by the main shock and after-

6.2.2 Recommendations for measures against
Tsunami

shocks. Such buildings must have terraces on top and
stairs to reach the terraces. The quickest implementa-

Following the tsunami disaster caused by the Aceh

tion of measures would be to retrofit the existing RC

earthquake, some international actions taken against
potential tsunami disasters in Indonesia and South‑East

buildings as shown in Figure 18. If areas do not have
such buildings, some residential and/or public buildings

Asia and neighboring countries along the Indian Ocean.

can be built for such a purpose. Furthermore, these

Germany and USA have now installed some sophisticated tsunami‑buoys for tsunami warning. The system

buildings may be used as residential flats or public

itself is still under development and its reliability is

offices during the ordinary times.
Building dykes, gates and water breaks and plant-

questionable. They also require that many of these

ing trees along the coast line can be also implemented as

expensive devices must be installed along the entire

hardware measures against tsunami disasters.

subduction zones. The most important items for a tsu-

The education of children and people is of great

nami warning system are to know the arrival time and

importance for the public awareness against the earth-

expected wave height at the shoreline.Furthermore,the

quake and tsunami disasters. The NGO named

tsunami warning information must be conveyed to the
people within few minutes (less than 5 minutes). The

KOGAMI located in Padang City have been doing

system developed in Japan is probablythe most efficient

KOGAMI and other related establishments must be

one in the world. This system utilizes a database of
pre‑computed numerical simulations of tsunami for

further promoted and supported through educational

tremendous job for such a purpose. The activities of

materials and financial support for their activities.

different earthquake scenarios of earthquake and the
determination of magnitude and hypocenter of the earthquake. This information is automatically conveyed to
the broadcasting establishments such as TV and radio

6.2.3 Monitoring
Indonesia including Sumatra Island lacks strong

and local authorities,which may inform people through

motion network. There were no strong motion records
during the recent mega‑thrust earthquakes. Any engi-

also loudspeakers. Prof. M. Hamada, who was the for-

neering design requires much information on the ground

mer president of the JSCE,proposed a tsunami warning

shaking characteristics and ground conditions. It is a

system based on the fundamental idea of the Japanese
tsunami warning system developed by the JMA system

must to install strong motion devices and establish the
strong‑motion network for West Sumatra Island as well

together with the incorporation of mosques to relay the

as other areas of Indonesia.Of course,the maintenance

information to the local people. This system was actu-

and continuous operations of such a system must be

ally implemented in the recent Bengkulu earthquake on

strictly carried out.
Real‑time GPS technology may be also useful tech-

September 12, 2007. There are also some Indonesian
experts educated on tsunami, and they are capable of
creating such data‑base for entire Indonesia. These

nique to monitor the crustal deformation and straining

experts and the know‑how from Japanese M eteorological Agency (JMA) together with the collaboration of

recent example from M6.2 Miyagi Hokubu earthquake

the BM G of Indonesia and broadcasting enterprises can

could be a good measure for predicting the potential

create such a system in a short period of time,which is

earthquake.

very important for saving lives against tsunamis.

in the vicinity of the potential earthquake source. A
clearly showed that time evolution of crustal straining

The physical and chemical variations at hot springs

Padang cityis located on a veryflat land.It is about

are also another source of information for the potential

3km to reach the altitude of 5m from the coast,In case

earthquakes. Electric, magnetic, thermal and chemical

of Tsunami with a height of more than 5m, it may be

observations may be utilized. However, such systems
東海大学紀要海洋学部「海―自然と文化」
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would require some fundamental understanding for the
interpretation of measured responses.
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要

旨

2004年12月26日のスマトラ沖大地震以来大きな災害をもたらした６つの大地震がインドネシアに発生した．2004年アチ
ェー地震（スマトラ沖地震）はこの世紀の強大地震の一つであり，その地震に伴って発生した強大津波によって20万人以
上の犠牲が出た．インドネシアは３つのプレートが存在する地域に位置している．インドネシアを含む東南アジアの各国
は GPS 観測網を設置している．リアルタイム GPS 観測は地震ハザード評価に関して大変重要であるが，これらの GPS
観測網の大半はリアルタイムに地殻の変形を観測していない．著者はトルコ，台湾や日本における GPS 観測網よりの観
測データを用いて地震の危険性の高い地域とその時期の推定などについての研究を進めてきている．GPS 観測結果の評
価と解釈について開発した手法を用いて地震が発生する地域の同定と発生時期の推定が可能であることを明らかにしてい
る．本論文で開発した手法を用いてスマトラ島に重点を置きながらインドネシアにおける地殻のひずみ・応力変化を求
め，その地震活動との関係や地震発生の危険性が高い地域について検討を行っている．また，スマトラ島沖およびスマト
ラ島内の内陸型地震の可能性を検討し，近い将来発生する可能性が高い M 8.7クラスの発生地域とその地震動を推定して
いる．さらに，地震とその津波災害を低減するため予防防災の観点から構造物の耐震補強と津波対策について提言してい
る．
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